
SERVICES OVERVIEW
Hard Copy Storage
Hard Copy records can be an organization’s most important

asset. This information is one of the most vital resources 

any organization possesses. Managing information is both a 

business priority and a legal obligation that demands the

attention of all levels of an organization.

Properly organizing and maintaining records and information

is key to organizations of all sizes and types. The ability to

identify, organize, maintain, and access needed information

and properly dispose of the rest pays off in cost savings, 

efficiency, regulatory compliance, and reduced litigation risk.
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Imaging | Digital Records Management
DataSafe will prepare, scan and index your business records, providing you with unprecedented 

convenience and immediate availability. Imaging your documents – anything from emails and 

engineering drawings, to invoices and lab notebooks – provides a significant, but often hidden 

opportunity to cut costs, improve decision making and safeguard and streamline your entire 

organization. Pair Document Imaging with Image Hosting and you have immediate access to 

your records, anywhere in the world on any computer with internet access.  

Secure Destruction Services
Secure Destruction Services are designed to protect your confidential and sensitive 

documents and media from accidental or intentional viewing by unauthorized individuals. 

Many companies are being forced by law to develop strict records management 

practices surrounding records and their destruction path. To manage these records 

properly, a company must ensure secure disposal of its confidential and sensitive records.

Secure bin and console service and mobile destruction available.

Data Protection Solutions
Growing choices and shrinking costs between competing products mean that administrators

need to consider their options when designing a backup architecture. Tape is still the major

medium for backup, disaster recovery and archival storage while cloud backup is ideal for

fast restore of files, folders and critical data.

The right balance of disk and tape backup technologies can help you maximize performance,

minimize total cost of ownership and achieve a rapid payback. DataSafe offers several data

protection solutions, including an SSAE 16 compliant online backup solution and traditional

media storage and protection services.


